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When Linux or Unix gets adopted by computing groups that  already have users working with a version of the Windows platform,  administrators overseeing the network integration of the two operating  systems look to Samba to make a connection. Sams Teach Yourself  Samba in 24 Hours furnishes 24 one-hour essential lessons geared  toward quickly learning Samba for administrators charged with the task  of coupling Linux or Unix with Windows.
 Authors Gerald Carter and  Richard Sharpe dedicate most of this book to the processes of  installing and configuring Samba, distinguishing between both  Linux/Windows- and Unix/Windows-based systems. In particular, they  discuss the mechanics of file sharing across the dual platforms and  expertly outline the means necessary to remedy common problems. One  remedy includes helping you identify which version of Samba you are  running and where to look for the patch or bug fix you will need to  resolve it. This includes assisting you with locating utilities like  autoconf that automatically compile a system configuration file  for you with common default settings.

 The authors also address  security and password issues, as well as peripheral support for server  printers. If you are looking to get Linux or Unix dancing with  Windows, you would do well to get a copy of Sams Teach Yourself  Samba in 24 Hours. --Ryan Kuykendall   

       About the Author
     

Gerald Carter has been a member of the Samba Team, a group of people worldwide   who develops and documents Samba, since 1998 and is actively involved in   distributed network authentication solutions. His journey with Samba began three   years prior while employed as a network administrator for Auburn University.   Gerald has published articles with various web-based magazines such as   Linuxworld and has authored instructional course for companies such as   Linuxcare. Today Gerald spends much of his time teaching at conferences,   writing, and developing Samba.    

Gerald, known by his friends as Jerry, first became interested in computers in   1983 with a Commodore 64 and a copy of "Zork I: The Great Underground Empire,"   which he now carries on his Palm III (Zork I, not the C64). In 1997, he received   his Master's degree in Computer Science from Auburn University, where one day he   hopes to finish pursuing his PhD, also in Computer Science.    

His hobbies include running, hiking, and playing music. Gerald presently resides   near Lake Martin in Dadeville, Alabama, with his wife Kristi.
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Managing Enterprise Systems with the Windows Script HostApress, 2001
	Covers common administration tasks for Exchange 5.5, Exchange 2000, Internet  Information Server (IIS) 4.0 and 5.0, and Windows NT 4.0, 2000, and XP  
	Includes extensive examples using Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)  to provide registry, network/system administrative, and security operations  
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Hacker Debugging Uncovered (Uncovered series)A-LIST Publishing, 2005
Hacking is a natural need of many sentient beings. They pass along the thorny path of understanding the true essence of surrounding things, bent on destruction. Just look around: Atomic scientists split atoms, analysts split long molecules into lots of smaller ones, and mathematicians actively use decomposition. And not one of...
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Detection of Trapped Antihydrogen (Springer Theses)Springer, 2012

	In 2010, the ALPHA collaboration achieved a first for mankind: the stable, long-term storage of atomic antimatter, a project carried out a the Antiproton Decelerator facility at CERN. A crucial element of this observation was a dedicated silicon vertexing detector used to identify and analyze antihydrogen annihilations. This thesis reports...
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Designing Web Services with the J2EE(TM) 1.4 Platform : JAX-RPC, SOAP, and  XML Technologies (Java Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
Written by Sun Microsystems' Java(TM) BluePrints team,   				Designing Web Services with the J2EE(TM) 1.4 Platform  			 is the authoritative guide to the best practices for designing and integrating enterprise-level Web services using the Java 2 Platform,...
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Neurodegenerative Diseases and Metal Ions: Metal Ions in Life SciencesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	About the Series...


	Metal Ions in Life Sciences links coordination chemistry and biochemistry in their widest sense and thus increases our understanding of the relationship between the chemistry of metals and life processes. The series reflects the interdisciplinary nature of Biological Inorganic...
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Windows Server 2012 R2 Pocket Consultant Volume 2: Storage, Security, & NetworkingMicrosoft Press, 2014

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering storage, security, and networking features in Windows Server 2012 R2. Zero in on core tasks through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done - whether at your desk or...
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